If you were trapped in a room with tons of mirrors how would you feel in
comparison to a blank room, which would be more unnerving?

What if the mirror was also aware?

our relationship with the mirror

What would it be like to watch ourselves, watch ourselves?

Does looking in a mirror separate us from others?

Consciousness

technologic awareness

Consciousness is the appearance of a world (Metzinger)

This is a chart marked by a series of increasing encounters
ones reflection via a mirror. The continuum ranges from
hyper aware (cant ignore) to unaware (don’t notice).

Instead of picking apart what consciousness is, I wonder
how visual representations of ourselves influence our
identity and self-awareness
Thomas Metzinger, author of Philosophy of the Mind, and founder of the
Association for Scientific Study of Consciousness explains:
“ The quality of consciousness is that appearing not if the world is the
real world, because we still have appearances in dream states and in
hallucinations, the problem of consciousness deals with that element
of appearing (not if that appearance is correct to the outside/perceived
world)
Consciousness allows us to have a model of the world as a whole and a
model of an inner image of self.
What is the difference between an unconscious representation of body
vs. one that consciously appears/subjectively appears?”

SELF Awareness
The idea of self is both physical and symbolic

Terror

A mirror allows us to have a certain type of self awareness in which we
can meditate on our own face, body language. A mirror allows us to see
our bodies as a whole. A mirror helps us to compare ourselves to others,
distinguish ourselves from others. A mirror allows us to watch ourselves.

Delight

Expectation

The following are a few impromptu thoughts on mirrors by Bill Seaman:

In his article called The Tribal Terror of Self Awareness he writes:

Do any cultures operate without mirrors?

“The notion that man possesses, in addition to his physical self,
a symbolic self, is widespread, perhaps universal. A mirror
corroborates this. It does more: it reveals that symbolic self.
The symbolic self is suddenly explicit, public, vulnerable.”

What is the function of a room with
many mirrors? For example, consider
the Hall of Mirrors. The purpose of the
mirrors do not facilitate interacting with
others, but seeing one’s self interact
with others. For everyone else, you
can already see. Ultimately, these
mirrors operate in order to interrupt
being engaged, it can then control the
social ritual and pull the person’s bodily
behavior and image into
blatant objectivity.

“ A still photograph moves us towards the isolated moment.
It arrests time. It exists in pure space. It emphasizes
individualism, private identity, and confers an element of
permanence on that image.”

How do you know what you look like when you learn a dance?

the extended
body & OUR new
phenomenology

Seeing ourselves in our minds eye.
When we think, we are acting in imagined space
Body consiousness developed in animals because anything that is
conscious is something that one can attend to. Thomas Metzinger
explains that through this awareness we can form concepts about the
world and have selective motor control. Sleepwalkers are a good example
of people without awareness of thier body. They hurt themselves because
they are not context sensative or conscious of their surroundings.

“ The technology that hoisted man out of both his environment
and his body, allowing him to enter limbo at will, has now
become so casual, so environmental, we make that trip with
the numbness of commuters, our eyes unseeing, the mystery
of self-confrontation, self-discovery gone.”

Do we notice our reflection?

Will the neosentient want to control their own face/interface?

Self portraits as self study

Constructed self
A result of our technological development and need to communicate.
We create and rely on these representations
The digital and virtual is not bound by time or space
The internet acts as an epistemological mirror of the human consciousness and, thus, is
uncanny in it’s nature (Tony Oursler)
Cinema technologies organize time and space (Cinematic Architecture, Schöning)
As perceiving subjects in the world we select and combine what we see, shifting our
attention simultaneously away from and towards objects in the world. Our bodily orientation,
our directionality of looking and hearing, expresses the intentionality of our perception. And
as this is an embodied facet- orientation is defined in time and space so it follows that our
perceptions are equally grounded in a particular spacio-temporal moment.
(Digital Encounters, Aylish Wood)

Numbness

Biologist Ursula Goodman says
“We have i-self experience without
being aware/distracted of the
bodily mechanisms (sleep/wake
cycles, heart rhythms, coordinated
movements)”

Have mirrors changed our social behavior?

Does looking in the mirror promote individuality?

Using other people as mirrors
In some ways, the mirror technology
creates less of a need to use other
people as mirrors. I wonder which is
more forgiving: self, the mirror,
or others?

As technology becomes an extension of daily life the human body develops a new phenomenology through which it
senses and interprets the world. Each technologically mediated experience enables the human an altered or enhanced
set of rules and functions.

How photography influenced a societal emphasis on controlling the expression of emotion?

more exposure

It is normal that we wouldn’t
always be attentive to this
stimulation because just like our
bodily processes we can only be
attentive to so many things, our
body alters us when we should
be attentive. In a sense we must
ignore some processes to be
attentive to other more abstract
cognitive processes

“ ...they would do more than just cast a reflection on a mirror,
they could leave a permanent imprint on that mirror, an imprint
that would preserve forever this moment, this man.”

body awareness

Reliance

In a journal titled Principles of Visual Anthropology, Edmund
Carpenter writes about a tribe in Papua New Guinea who had
never been exposed to a mirror, photography, or film.

our relationship with self

Creating digital
versions of ourselves

Curiosity

What might it be like for a society of people to never had seen
themselves in a mirror?

Mirrors allow us to view parts of our body that are not
usually visible to us.”

self representation

The mirror becomes the way
by which we see ourselves

less exposure

“ Mirrors have many uses.
Mirrors can be pointed in many directions.
Mirrors were used to reflect light down corridors in the pyramids.
Mirrors on the outside of buildings are used to obscure what is going
on inside...Funhouse mirrors intentionally distort.
Our eyes have a positonality on our body, mirrors let us transcend that
positionality and define a new perspective of viewing the body.

Does looking in a mirror change our idea of self?

What is our expectation when looking into a mirror?

As a technology and it’s scenario of use is imparted or discovered within a community, a new social order develops
around it as it becomes accessible and acceptable. In the
new social order, this new way of being begins to govern or
even subsume daily habits and interactions. The shift ushers
in a reliance on technology in which community members experience a fragmented reality. Ironically, this fragmentation
occurs both while these individuals are united to and separated from this relationship.
This new phenomenology, created by playing off of our old
is thought to be the key to recreating a kind of intelligence
which will exceed our own. Whether it is artificial, ambient,
near or far one can only imagine it would develop it’s own
phenomenology. How will we relate to this new sentient being? How will it “see” and understand the world? What will
it do with what it “see’s” and senses? Lastly, when this neosentient is no longer just a tool, offering the human a new
phenomenology, what would happen when we realize it has
it’s own phenomenology?

Has our awareness of our reflection changed as we have gotten more used to it?

Try reflecting on reflection, try an experiment where you don’t look into the mirror for a week

the neosentient’s relationship with the mirror

neosentient &
self-awareness
Will the neosentient be both apparatus and observer, of
course it will (Seaman, Neosentience)
What would a neosentient see in a mirror?

The neosentient would not just be detecting and relaying a representation
to us but also is aware of their own representation and perception of
reality. It could detect one thing and relay something else. (We often feel
this way with humans.) It could relay a representation that was endowed
with additional pertinent information.

our relationship with the neosentient
At what point to we decide that technology not just reflecting us, but it is not us but something else?

The universe is not made , but is being made continually. it is growing, perhaps indefinitely, by
the addition of new worlds. (Henri Bergson)

Would the neosentient have a desire to “see” itself, what would that be like?

neosentient
as mirror

How does portraiture effect self awareness, identity, and communication?

neosentient &
self-representation

our relationship with technology

The neosentient could alter and craft its own self image

The neosentient will have it’s own phenomenology as
well as effecting our own, but we will have to recognize
that switch.

We look past a mirror not at a mirror

At what point do we decide that technology is not just
reflecting our sentience but has gained it’s own?
The Uncanny Valley, which theorizes that as inanimate objects become
closer in appearance to the human form and face, mankind will find them
increasingly disturbing and therefore cast into the realm of the uncanny.
(Tony Oursler’s description)

If technology currently detects and relays a representation to us, the
neosentient could knowingly alter that representation according to what
it wanted to communicate, or how it wanted to relate. The human face
acts as an intermediary between the entailments of the body and the
outside environment. In a similar way humans interact with machines via
a constructed interface. We already have technology in which the form or
interface of the specific matter or representation changes. How might a
neosentient change its representation because it is self aware?

We can also consider the schemas and affordances of other objects.
If an object took on a phenomenology, what or how might it sense.
What would be it’s memory, context, or sensitivity? What could be the
phenomenology of a camera, telescope, or plane, all of which is are
intermediaries for the post-human body allowing vision, magnified clarity,
and flight?

Facialization is defined as “a system of codifing bodies according to a
centralized concept of subjectivity or agency in which the face, literally or
metaphorically is the conduit for signifying expressing and organizing the
entire body.” (Munster, 122)

For more thoughts and friendly conversation
see the “Neosentient as a Mirror”
film exploration at www.phenomenalogic.com

How might the neosentient change in response to it’s reflection?

Would we want a relationship with a neosentient in which it relayed a different reality to us?
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